February 9, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN HOLDRIDGE

FROM: Al Haig

SUBJECT: Thai Relations

John:

Attached is the package Henry sent to the President in the light of the State Department efforts to go beyond the spirit of the Nixon Doctrine in their instructions to Unger. Because Henry suspects they will give this information to him, with or without our clearance, he has obtained the President's OK to write a letter to Unger giving him the parameters of the President's thinking.

Could you prepare such a letter for Henry's signature to Unger which we would send outside the diplomatic pouch, In this way, we will be assured that the President's Ambassador is fully cognizant of his thinking in this most important area.

Please hold this matter strictly to yourself and hand carry the letter to me rather than send it through the Secretariat or any other channel.
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MEMORANDUM FOR HENRY A. KISSINGER

FROM: Al Haig

SUBJECT: Thai Relations

We are preparing a letter for your signature to Unger which I suggest we send via Defense per sec. 3.3(b)(1)

Attachment